
How to create chaos at home

(Constructing a mechanical linkage with sensitive
dependence on initial conditions from household materials)

Figure 1: The final linkage whose dynamics are chaotic

These are instructions on how to construct a simple mechanical system which time
evolution exhibits chaotic behaviour. In particular, it approximates an ideal system
which corresponds to an Anosov Hamiltonian flow.

The cost of the materials is negligible and the construction time is about one hour.
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1 The basic material

Most of the following household items are easily obtained from any supermarket.
24 penny coins A roll of duct tape (2 inch width)
2 plastic drinking straws (12 inch) 4 small paperclips (1 inch length)
2 plastic bottles (1.5 litre beverage bottles, full) 2 drawing pins
3 lengths of string (longer than 48 inch) A clothes horse (2 fold airer)
A strip of wood (approximately 3

4
×11

2
×32 inch) A pair of sissors

2 The construction

We deivie the construction up into 6 easy steps.

2.1 Step 1: The masses

Divide the coins into 3 stacks of 8 pennies and wrap each in duct tape. This gives 3
cylinderical masses.

2.2 Step 2: Constructing the two shorter rods

Cut one of the straws into two pieces of lengths of approximately 41
2

inch and 71
2

inch, respectively. For the shorter half, take a paperclip and insert the inner part
into one end. Secure with duct tape around the straw over the outer part of the
paper clip.

Figure 2: (a) Making a pivots using a paperclip and duct tape; (b) A rod with a
pivot at either end; and (c) A mass attached to one end of the rod

Insert another paperclip into the other end of the straw and again secure with duct
tape. With the paperclip held horizontally plane, attach the mass made from coins
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underneath with more duct tape. Repeat this step with the second straw. This
complete the construction of the two shorter rods, and leaves the remaining two
longer halves of the straws (for step 5 below).

2.3 Step 3: The pivots

Cut a strip of duct tape of length approximately 5 inch. Press the drawing pin
through the centre of the duct table. Stick the duct tape over the top of a bottle so
that the point of the pin points vertically. Repeat with for the second bottle. Place
the two bottles approximately 12 inch apart.

2.4 Step 4: The shorter rods on the pivots

Place the strip of wood across the top of the clothes horse so that it is vertically
above the tops of both of the bottles, at a height of at least 36 inch. Tie one end of
a piece of string (of approximately 48 inch) to the wood directly above one bottle.
Allow the string to hang down 4 inch below the drawing pin. Attach the other end
of the string to the pertruding end of one of paperclips at the end of one of the short
rods (constructed in step 2) with the weight. Piece the other end of he short rod to
the weight, approximately 1

2
inch from the end, with the drawing pin at the top of

the bottle. And adjust the string so that the straws are held perpendicularly. The
straws should then rotate freely in the horizontal plane. Repeat with the second
shorter rod and the second bottle.

2.5 Step 5: Constructing the two longer second rods

Insert the inner part of the paperclips into each end of one of the half straws (re-
maining from step 2), both aligned in the horizontal plane. Secure with duct tape
around the end of the straw, over the outer part of the paper clip. Repeat with the
second longer half of a straw. For one of these half straws, with the paperclips held
in the horizontal plane, attach the remaining stack of coins underneath at one end
with more duct tape.

2.6 Step 6: The pivots

Suspend the final length of string from the piece of wood, at midpoint of the previous
two, and attach to the paperclip on the end where the mass is of one of the longer
rods. Arrange the length to be 1

4
inch shorter than the other two strings. Attach the
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other end of same longer rod to one of the existing strings 1
4

inch above the other
coins (by tying the paperclip to the taut using a short piece of string). Attach one
end of the remaining long rod to the central string approximately 1

4
inch above the

end of the rod (by tying the paperclip to the taut using a short piece of string) and
attach the other end to the remaining free end of a short rod approximately 1

4
above

the paperclip (by again tying the paperclip to the taut using a short piece of string).

3 The practicalities

If at the joints the distance between the vertical heights of the paperclips is too small
then there is a danger of contact. On the other hand, if at the joints the distance
the vertical heights of the paperclips is too large then a wobble can develop which
affects the dynamics.

If the three pieces of suspending string are too short then the heights of the
masses changes too much and kinetic energy gets converted into potential energy.

If the central mass is given a firm but gentle push then the linkage (essentially)
moves in the horizontal plane. With a little practice one can arrange for the motion
to continue for about 10 seconds. If the motion is too rapid then the joints and
masses rattle too much.
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